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One October morning, high school junior Bryan Dennison wakes up a different person-helpful, generous,
and chivalrous-a person whose new admirable qualities he doesn't recognize. Stranger still is the urge to tie a
red sheet around his neck like a cape.

Bryan soon realizes this compulsion to wear a red cape is accompanied by more unusual behavior. He can't
hold back from retrieving kittens from tall trees, helping little old ladies cross busy streets, and defending
innocence anywhere he finds it.

Shockingly, at school, he realizes he used to be a bully. He's attracted to the former victim of his bullying,
Scott Beckett, though he has no memory of Scott from before "the change." Where he'd been lazy in
academics, overly aggressive in sports, and socially insecure, he's a new person. And although he can recall
behaving egotistically, he cannot remember his motivations.

Everyone, from his mother to his teachers to his "superjock" former pals, is shocked by his dramatic
transformation. However, Scott Beckett is not impressed by Bryan's newfound virtue. And convincing Scott
he's genuinely changed and improved, hopefully gaining Scott's trust and maybe even his love, becomes
Bryan's obsession.

With a foreword by C. Kennedy
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From reader reviews:

Myrtle Anderson:

Do you considered one of people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained inside the straightway, hold
on guys this particular aren't like that. This The Red Sheet book is readable through you who hate those
perfect word style. You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable studying experience without leaving
also decrease the knowledge that want to provide to you. The writer involving The Red Sheet content
conveys thinking easily to understand by lots of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the
content but it just different such as it. So , do you continue to thinking The Red Sheet is not loveable to be
your top collection reading book?

Victor Smith:

Do you have something that you want such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to pick book like comic,
brief story and the biggest the first is novel. Now, why not attempting The Red Sheet that give your
entertainment preference will be satisfied by reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world can be
said as the way for people to know world considerably better then how they react toward the world. It can't
be mentioned constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky person but for all of you who wants to end
up being success person. So , for every you who want to start reading through as your good habit, you are
able to pick The Red Sheet become your current starter.

Lee Long:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your day to upgrading your mind talent
or thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book in comparison with
can satisfy your short time to read it because this time you only find e-book that need more time to be read.
The Red Sheet can be your answer because it can be read by a person who have those short extra time
problems.

Leroy Raymond:

Many people spending their time by playing outside having friends, fun activity using family or just
watching TV the entire day. You can have new activity to enjoy your whole day by looking at a book. Ugh,
think reading a book can actually hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It ok you can have the
e-book, delivering everywhere you want in your Cell phone. Like The Red Sheet which is getting the e-book
version. So , try out this book? Let's find.
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